Violations of state and county marijuana regulations on Cedar Park Rd, Cottage Grove

We wish to draw your attention to likely violations of state and county regulations pertaining to marijuana farming by the One Gro operation at 78693 Cedar Park Rd in Cottage Grove.

The map at right is an excerpt of the county's zoning map. Red boxes outline One Gro's marijuana operations, which include a processing facility and farming at their 78693 Cedar Park Rd, and farming on a leased lot to the south.

The map shows that 78693 Cedar Park Rd includes 4 tax lots: two F2 and two RR5. As shown in the photographs on the next two pages, tax lot 2100, zoned RR5, is being used to grow marijuana on a large scale—probably well in excess of the state's 40,000 sf canopy limit.

The annotated aerial photograph on the next page shows that One Gro's farming operations on the two largest tax lots far exceed the state's 40,000 sf canopy limit.
At least three violations

1. Tax lot 2300: Greatly exceeds canopy limit
2. Tax lot 2400: Greatly exceeds canopy limit
3. Tax lot 2100: Commercial farming on RR5 (AND probably exceeds canopy limit)
View to ESE from Cedar Park Rd of tax lot 2100, an RR5 lot used for marijuana farming